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Grow your business with Table Tracker
Fast Casual restaurants understand the
importance of delivering food quickly.
Table Tracker helps restaurants deliver
a better guest experience and operate
more efficiently.
Faster Food Delivery
Provide the experience customers demand. Faster food delivery
means warmer food and worry-free guests.

“It’s the best investment I’ve
made this year.”
Johnny Carrabba | Owner & Founder
The Original Carrabba’s & Mia’s

Johnny Carrabba built his success in the

Enhanced Productivity
Give your employees the tools they need to succeed. Be smarter
about scheduling and use your team’s time more efficiently

restaurant business by focusing on two
things: delicious food & great service.
Unfortunately, food runners at Mia’s
were spending too much time looking for
guests and shouting names, both of which
disrupted the customer experience. That’s

Analytics & Reporting
Measure delivery times to identify pain points and improve your
operation and performance.

when Mia’s turned to Table Tracker. Today,
food is delivered faster, the atmosphere is
noticeably quieter and staff can manage
their time more efficiently. Above all
else, Table Tracker has Mia’s reach its
most important goal — providing a great
experience for guests.
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1.800.232.4244
tabletracker@lrsproducts.com
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“Every fast-casual restaurant should have Table Tracker.”
Michael Johnson | Regional Manager | Jason’s Deli
At Jason’s Deli, Table Tracker hasn’t just made delivering food easier, its made it faster. The
implementation has produced immediate improvement, reducing ticket times by a full minute.
Instead of searching for guests, food runners know exactly where customers are sitting so they
can deliver food immediately. Table Tracker also helps Jason’s Deli collect important information
about its food delivery times. Using Table Tracker’s reporting tools, Jason’s Deli store managers
and corporate employees can identify trends and pinpoint opportunities for improvement.

Tracker Pro

Tracker Basic

Systems starting at £4495

Systems starting at £2,995

Trackers. Broadcast location of guest.

Trackers. Broadcast location of guest.

Gateway. Wirelessly connects Trackers to an iPad

Gateway. Wirelessly connects Trackers to an iPad

Mobile App. Displays status and location of guests

Mobile App. Displays status and location of guests

Under the table tags. Used under tables

Tracker Doc Used on top of the tables

Be invisible. We’ll install tags under your tables, out of sight.

Be invisible. We’ll install tags under your tables, out of sight.

Join the hundreds of restaurants already using Table Tracker to enhance their guest experience.
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